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Refined solution structure of type III antifreeze protein:
hydrophobic groups may be involved in the energetics 
of the protein–ice interaction
Frank D Sönnichsen1*, Carl I DeLuca2, Peter L Davies2 and Brian D Sykes3
Background: Antifreeze proteins are found in certain fish inhabiting polar sea
water. These proteins depress the freezing points of blood and body fluids below
that of the surrounding sea water by binding to and inhibiting the growth of seed
ice crystals. The proteins are believed to bind irreversibly to growing ice crystals
in such a way as to change the curvature of the ice–water interface, leading to
freezing point depression, but the mechanism of high-affinity ice binding is not yet
fully understood.
Results: The solution structure of the type III antifreeze protein was determined
by multidimensional NMR spectroscopy. Twenty-two structures converged and
display a root mean square difference from the mean of 0.26 Å for backbone
atoms and 0.62 Å for all non-hydrogen atoms. The protein exhibits a compact fold
with a relatively large hydrophobic core, several short and irregular b sheets and
one helical turn. The ice-binding site, which encompasses parts of the C-terminal
sheet and a loop, is planar and relatively nonpolar. The site is further
characterized by the low solvent accessibilities and the specific spatial
arrangement of the polar side-chain atoms of the putative ice-binding residues
Gln9, Asn14, Thr15, Thr18 and Gln44.
Conclusions: In agreement with the adsorption-inhibition mechanism of action,
interatomic distances between active polar protein residues match the spacing of
water molecules in the prism planes ({101
_
0}) of the hexagonal ice crystal. The
particular side-chain conformations, however, limit the number and strength of
possible protein–ice hydrogen bonds. This suggests that other entropic and
enthalpic contributions, such as those arising from hydrophobic groups, could
play a role in the high-affinity protein–ice adsorption.
Introduction
Macromolecular antifreezes are found at mMolar
(≤35mgml–1) concentrations in the blood of fishes that
encounter icy seawater, where they serve to lower the
freezing points of blood and body fluids of the fish [1]. 
In 1990, fish antifreeze proteins (AFP) from diverse
species were grouped into four classes based on their bio-
chemical properties and on homology considerations [2].
These were the antifreeze glycoproteins (AFGPs), and the
antifreeze protein types I, II and III. The four groups have
the following characteristics: AFGPs are polymers of an
Ala–Ala–Thr repeat with a disaccharide attached to the
threonyl hydroxyl group [3] ; type I AFPs are alanine-rich
amphipathic helices [4]; type II AFPs are homologs 
of the carbohydrate-recognition domain of C-type lectins
that are extensively disulfide bonded [5]; and type III
AFPs are small (7kDa) globular proteins with a unique 3D
fold but with unremarkable primary and secondary struc-
tural characteristics [6,7]. Since the original classification
was introduced, AFPs from two phylogenetically distant
species have been characterized [8,9]. Both are clearly type
II AFPs. The fact that these two new AFPs fit into an
established AFP class despite their vastly different origins
is an indication that a limited number of structures out of
the existing panoply of proteins can serve as antifreezes.
When assayed in vitro, macromolecular antifreezes bind
to the seed ice crystals and inhibit their growth [10]. This
results in a lowering of the non-equilibrium freezing
point below the melting point of ice, which is referred to
as thermal hysteresis and serves as a key measure for
identifying and quantifying this activity. Mechanistically,
the action of antifreezes at the ice surface is referred to as
adsorption-inhibition [10,11]. According to this general
mechanism, the antifreezes bind irreversibly to ice rather
than migrate with the ice-water interface. Further crystal
growth is then restricted to the free, unblocked surface
between the adsorbed, surface-bound ‘impurities’ and
leads to an increase in the curvature of the ice-water
interface in these regions. Due to the Kelvin-effect the
curvature increase is energetically less favorable, which 
is the basis for the local freezing point depression and
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consequential halt in crystal growth, and is macroscopi-
cally observed as a freezing point depression.
Although the four antifreeze classes differ dramatically in
their structures and origins, and even bind to different
planes of ice [12–14], they do have some properties in
common. Judged by amino acid compositions, all of the
fish antifreezes are relatively hydrophobic [15]. Moreover,
this hydrophobicity is accentuated to some extent by the
clustering of hydrophilic hydrogen-bonding residues to
form the ice-binding site. The AFGPs are thought to form
a polyproline type-II helix and to have their sugar residues
aligned and regularly spaced along one side of its coil [13].
type I AFPs from righteye flounders are helical and have
regularly spaced Thr and Asx along one face of the helix
[16]. In both proteins the opposite face of the helix is, or
can be envisioned to be, enriched in methyl groups from
the alanine side-chains.
An analysis of surface properties and identification of polar
group spacings for the two globular AFPs requires detailed
3D structural information. The current structural model
for type II AFP, which was derived for the sea raven
isoform from homology modeling supported by prelimi-
nary NMR analysis [15], has not yet allowed the identifi-
cation of the ice-binding site. In contrast, the medium
precision structure of type III AFP in conjunction with the
sequence comparison of type III AFP isoforms [7] allowed
a putative ice-binding surface to be identified, which was
later substantiated by site-directed mutagenesis. Ice-
binding residues on this surface (Gln9, Asn14, Thr18,
Gln44) were identified after replacement with other
hydrophilic residues by their effects on thermal hysteresis
activity and ice crystal morphology [17,18]. To define the
ice-binding site better, its match to the ice lattice and rela-
tionship to the rest of the type III AFP molecule, we have
used hetero- and homonuclear NMR analyses and dis-
tance geometry-simulated annealing (DGSA) calculations
to derive a high precision solution structure for this
antifreeze protein.
Results and discussion
Quality of the NMR structures
The ‘refined’ structures presented here were derived com-
pletely independently of the previously published struc-
ture of the type III AFP [7]. The type III protein examined
included a C-terminal extension (Lys–Asp–Glu–Leu) in
order to increase the protein solubility at neutral, physio-
logical pH. This mutant was completely reassigned and
characterized by standard homonuclear as well as heteronu-
clear NMR spectroscopy. Only insignificant changes were
observed for proton chemical shifts, indicating the absence
of structural changes upon the sequence extension. The
mutant was also shown to be fully active [19]. The struc-
ture refinement is primarily based on data at 25°C;
however, homonuclear experiments were also performed at
3°C in deuterium oxide (that is roughly at the solvent’s
freezing point). The data demonstrated the absence of sig-
nificant structural changes upon cooling. Thus, the chosen
conditions reflect the physiological conditions for this
protein (in solution, near the freezing point), and the struc-
tural information is the most relevant information one can
obtain in the absence of ice.
The standard heteronuclear NMR spectroscopic methods
applied in this study proved to be essential in determining
an increased number of unambiguous interproton dis-
tances, as well as providing more accurate information on
backbone f angles. In a few cases, deviating angle con-
straints were obtained in comparison with values deter-
mined previously by homonuclear methods. A total of 1199
non-redundant distance restraints including 385 long range
restraints, 66 dihedral restraints and 51 stereospecific
assignments of prochiral atoms/groups were used in the
calculations (Table 1). The ensemble of 22 converged low-
energy-structures calculated using the standard DGSA pro-
tocol in X-PLOR [20,21] is in agreement with the NMR
experimental restraints (Table 1). There are no distance
and dihedral angle violations larger than 0.13 Å and 1°,
respectively. As indicated by the small repulsion energy
and the low residual geometric energy terms the structures
are devoid of improper atomic overlap and exhibit good
covalent geometry. The minimized average structure is of
similar quality as all individual structures in the ensemble,
i.e. devoid of any averaging artifacts (Table 1). Its stereo-
chemical quality assessment with Procheck [22] demon-
strates the structural quality with 90 % of non-Gly/Pro
residues in the most preferred f/ψ regions (Fig. 1), and
further yields an equivalent resolution value of 1.3 Å.
A stereo view of the superposition of the 22 NMR struc-
tures is shown in Figure 2. The structures are well-defined
(except for each two N- and C-terminal residues) with an
average root mean square deviation around the mean
structure of 0.26 and 0.62Å for backbone and all heavy
atoms, respectively (Table 2). The structural data for the
22 converged type III AFP structures was plotted as a
function of residue (Fig. 3). The atom position definition
shows little variation throughout the entire protein
(Fig. 3b), presumably due to the even distribution of dis-
tance restraints, in particular long-range restraints (Fig. 3a).
The convergence of the backbone fold is further demon-
strated by the angular order parameters for f and ψ [23],
which are larger than 0.90 for all residues except the four
terminal ones and Val5 (ψ)/Val6 (f) (Fig. 3d,e). Two
similar but distinct conformations with roughly equal pop-
ulations were found for the peptide bond between these
two residues in the structural ensemble.
The rmsd-values and x-1 order parameters (Fig. 3c,f) indi-
cate relatively small flexibility and good atomic definition
for most side chains. This also includes several surface side
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chains, such as the active residues Thr15 (Jia, Z., personal
communication) and Thr18. In some instances, a reduction
in side chain flexibility was observed upon cooling to 3º C.
This effect was particularly pronounced for Arg23, falling
into x1/x2 angles of +180, as this seems to facilitate its
charged interaction with Glu25. Reduced angular order
parameters indicating significant rotational freedom are
only observed for surface accessible residues for which no
dihedral restraint could be obtained due to degenerate
methylene protons or conflicting distance and angle infor-
mation. Examples are Gln9, Ser42 and Val20. These
residues, and others with long side chains, exhibit increased
rmsd-values. Flexible side chains with rmsd-values above
1Å are Arg23, Glu25, Glu35, Arg39 and Met56.
Description of the structure
The high-precision structures are quite similar to the pre-
vious medium precision structure of one type III AFP
mutant [7]. Several changes, however, were made in this
refinement, which we believe had a beneficial effect on
the resulting quality of the structures, in addition to the
significant increase in the number of experimental
restraints. In contrast to the previous structure determina-
tion, a standard DGSA protocol [21] and the program
X-PLOR [20] were employed. Further, we did not
include any hydrogen bond restraints. Overall these
changes led to significant improvements in the precision
and Ramachandran quality of the structures. Another sur-
prising consequence was the reorientation of several
peptide bonds in the b strands with a loss of some inter-
strand hydrogen bonds. Nevertheless, 25 of 34 buried car-
bonyl-groups and 27 of 51 buried amide-groups (i.e. with
< 5 % fractional solvent accessibility) are hydrogen-
bonded. This protein has no homologs in the protein
sequence databases, and the uniqueness of its sequence is
reflected in its fold. Different methods of secondary struc-
ture classifications unexpectedly yield significantly differ-
ent results. On the basis of its hydrogen-bonding pattern,
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Table 1
Structural statistics of the solution structures of type III AFP.
<SA>* <SA
__
>r*
X-PLOR potential energies 
(kcal mol–1)†
Etotal 96.88 ± 1.91 97.18
Ebond 8.27 ± 0.2 8.26
Eangle‡ 67.34 ± 0.90 68.42
Eimproper‡ 7.60 ± 0.11 7.54
Erepel 12.54 ± 0.70 12.48
ENOE 1.04 ± 0.41 0.43
ECDIH 0.03 ± 0.02 0.05
Rms deviations from 
idealized geometry 
bonds (Å) 0.003 ± 0.0001 0.003
angles (º) 0.492 ± 0.0033 0.496
impropers(º) 0.326 ± 0.0023 0.323
Rms deviations from experimental 
distance restraints (Å)§
All [1199] 0.004 ± 0.0008 0.0026
intraresidue  [334] 0.005 ± 0.0016 0.0030
sequential  [324] 0.004 ± 0.0007 0.0030
medium range  [144] 0.004 ± 0.0020 0.0023
long range  [397] 0.002 ± 0.0007 0.0021
Rms deviation from 
experimental dihedral restraints (°)
35 f, 0 ψ, 31 χ 0.081 ± 0.0338 0.11
Total number of restraint violations
NOE > 0.15 Å 0 0
NOE > 0.1 Å 4 0
Dihedral > 1° 0 0
*Notation: <SA> is the ensemble of 22 simulated annealing structures;
<SA
__
>r is the energy minimized averaged structure. †ENOE and ECDIH
were calculated using force constants of 50 kcal mol–1 Å–2 and 200
kcal mol–1 rad–2, respectively. Erepel was calculated using a final value
of 4 kcal mol–1, with the atomic radii set to 0.8 times those in the
parameter set PARALLHDG supplied with X-PLOR 3.1 [20]. ‡In
relation to the other energies, the residual angle and improper energies
appear larger. This is caused by the presence of six proline residues in
the sequence. Test calculations in the absence of any experimental
restraints exhibit similar residual energies, confirming that the residual
energies are due to the covalent restraint of the cyclic side chain, and
not caused by experimental restraints. §NOE-derived distance
restraints are grouped into intraresidue (i,i), sequential (i, i+ 1), medium
range (i, i + 2, 3, or 4) and long range (i, i > 4). The numbers of non-
redundant NOE-derived restraints employed in the calculations are
given in square brackets.
Figure 1
Ramachandran plot of the f, ψ angles observed in the averaged and
energy-minimized coordinates of type III AFP. Glycines are plotted as
triangles. The shaded regions correspond to the most favorable and
allowed regions as defined by PROCHECK [22].
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the type III AFP exhibits only one b sheet in this protein
(Table 3). In contrast, consensus secondary structure clas-
sifications [24,25] employing additional f/ψ and Ca-posi-
tion based criteria, yield a significant content of b sheet
structure with only minor changes compared with the pre-
vious secondary structure assignment [26]. The discrep-
ancy in secondary structure, depending on which
definition was used for classification, is nevertheless
remarkably consistent with the experimental results. CD
spectroscopy, sensitive to the electronic environment of
the peptide carbonyl, indicates the presence of little if any
b structure [27,28]. The NMR-based b structure defini-
tion was based on short CaH–CaH distances between
adjacent strands and is thus consistent with a higher
b structure content using Ca-position based definitions.
Thus, the structure should be viewed as a protein without
regular a- or b-secondary structure but 50 % content of
irregular b structure and one helical turn (Table 3).
Figure 4 highlights the secondary structure elements,
particularly the irregular sheets. The long, previously
underdefined region starting at residue Val26 loops from
one side of the N-terminal b-strand over to the other side
of the strand using a sharp turn and a cis-peptide bond for
Thr28–Pro29. Residues 31–33, a region which can be
considered a three residue antiparallel strand, subse-
quently crosses the plane of the N-terminal strand,
before the loop continues and connects to the center
strand of the C-terminal sheet via one type III turn fol-
lowed by an irregular b turn. The crossover renders
several side chains in the N-terminal strand completely
solvent inaccessible, including the polar Ser4. Its
hydroxyl group is found to be hydrogen-bonded with 
the amide of Gly31 in the loop. The hydrogen-bonding
and solvent-shielding leads to interesting spectroscopic
observations: the hydroxyl proton can be observed in
NMR experiments even with presaturation (significantly
lowered exchange rates), it has an unusual chemical shift
of 7.2 ppm (far removed from the water) and leads to the
observation of through-bond correlations in DQF-COSY
and TOCSY experiments. Further consequences of this
unusual conformation are the high backbone definition of
Ala3, and the relatively small flexibility of the terminal
residues Asn1 and Gln2. However, the calculations could
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Figure 2
Stereo view of the backbone of 22 simulated
annealing structures calculated from NMR-
derived constraints. The view was obtained by
best-fit superposition using backbone atoms
(C, Ca, N) of residues 3–63 of each structure
to the average structure (not displayed).
(Figure generated using the program InsightII
[Biosym, Palo Alto, CA].)
Table 3
Secondary structure elements in type III AFP.*
Consensus DSSP 
residues Type residues Type
3—7 b strand 4–6 b strand
9—13 b strand
15—18 b strand
18—21 type III turn
23—25 b strand 23–25 b strand
31—33 b strand
36—39 type III turn 34–36 helix
43—45 b strand
47—50 b strand
53—55 b strand
56—59 type III turn
Total 48 % b 9 % b, 5 % helix
*Classifications were obtained using the programs PROCHECK
(DSSP) [22] and VADAR (Consensus) [25].
be underestimating the flexibility of these two N-termi-
nal residues, as they still exhibit (presumably averaged)
NOEs to the loop. Also noteworthy are the implications
of the loop conformation for the folding of the protein. As
the N-terminal strand is almost ‘encircled’ by the loop, it
seems likely that the protein folds around it. This implies
that the b structure folds first in a more open conforma-
tion, and that in a final step the structure collapses,
thereby wrapping the loop around the N terminus. The
location of the cis-peptide bond right in this loop area
supports this idea, and suggests that the fold closure
could be controlled by a slow folding step invoking a
trans-cis peptide bond isomerization.
An interesting conformation is also observed for Tyr63. Its
side chain is closely packed at the edge of the hydropho-
bic core (also defining the backbone conformation up to
the third last residue). The phenolic hydroxyl group is
well positioned to hydrogen bond with the carboxyl group
of Asp36. Although we did not observe a permanent, sta-
tionary interaction due to some flexibility of the aspartic
acid side chain, an interaction or hydrogen bond is likely
to be present as observed in the minimized average struc-
ture. As Tyr63 is the only aromatic side chain, this inter-
action provides a reasonable explanation for the observed
fluorescence enhancement upon unfolding [18].
The investigated mutant belongs to the QAE-isoforms of
type III AFP (named after their purification from fish
serum via QAE-Sephadex chromatography), which have
distinctly hydrophobic sequence compositions as noted 
for most fish AFPs [15]. The protein fold, however, effi-
ciently reduces its relatively large non-polar area, while the
overall surface area of the average structure (3930Å2) falls
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Figure 3
Structural data for the 22 converged type III AFP structures plotted as a
function of residue. (a) Distribution of NOE restraints in which each
NOE appears twice, once for each of the two atoms involved in the
interaction. The heights reflect the total number of non-redundant NOE
restraints for each residue, while the hatched, white, cross-hatched and
black bars correspond to intraresidue, sequential, medium-range (2–5)
and long-range ( >5) restraints, respectively. (b) The root mean square
deviation of backbone (Ca, C′, N atoms) and (c) all heavy atoms for the
22 structures from the average structure, when the backbone of
residues 3–63 are fitted. Angular order parameters of each residue are
shown for f (d), ψ (e) and x-1 (f) angles, respectively.
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Table 2
Atomic coordinate differences of the 22 selected structures of
type III AFP.*
N, Ca, C′ All heavy atoms
<SA> vs <SA
__
>
residues 1–65 0.44 ± 0.08 0.76 ±0.07
residues 3–63 0.26 ± 0.04 0.62 ± 0.05
<SA> vs <SA
__
>r
residues 1–65 0.52 ± 0.09 0.92 ± 0.10
residues 3–63 0.36 ± 0.05 0.79 ± 0.08
<SA
__
>r vs <SA
__
>
residues 1–65 0.29 0.55
residues 3–63 0.24 0.50
*Notation: <SA> is the ensemble of 22 simulated annealing
structures; <SA
__
> is the averaged Cartesian coordinate set obtained
by averaging individual structures following a least-squares
superposition of the backbone atoms (C′ ,Ca, N) for residues 3–63;
<SA
__
>r is the energy minimized averaged structure. The atomic
differences are given as root mean square (rms) deviations or average
rms deviations (Å) ± standard deviation.
close to the expected value (4060Å2) for a protein of 7kDa
molecular weight (Table 4). The type III AFP structure
exhibits a larger core, a larger number of completely buried 
residues (12), and a significantly higher estimate for its sol-
vation free energy of folding (60kcalmol–1 vs. expected
46kcalmol–1, [29]) than expected. The increased buried
hydrophobic area could compensate for the decrease of
hydrophobic forces with temperature, and thus could shift
the maximum of the protein stability curve to a lower tem-
perature. As the physiological temperature for this protein
is near 0°C, the larger buried non-polar area could prohibit
(even partial) cold denaturation.
The ice-binding site
The protein exhibits two remarkably planar, orthogonal
surfaces (Fig. 5). In the sideview (Fig.5b) these are located
at the left and bottom, and a smaller, relatively planar area
is located at the top. Thus, the protein could sterically
interact simultaneously with two orthogonal ice surfaces
(such as the prism planes {101
_
0} and the basal plane {0001}).
The bottom plane includes the N-terminal sheet region.
The center plane to its left encompasses residues 9–21 and
41–44 and constitutes the previously identified ice-binding
protein surface or active site. Mutation of several polar
residues in this region (Gln9, Asn14, Thr15 [Jia, Z., per-
sonal communication], Thr18, and Gln44) reduced the pro-
teins thermal hysteresis activity and caused changes in the
morphology of seed ice-crystals [17,18]. The protein surface
region measures roughly 12×18Å, and 1100Å2 in accessible
surface area (Table 4). Four of the five active residues polar
side chain atoms make up a parallelogram with lengths of
the edges of 7 and 13Å, and an acute angle of 50º. The dis-
tance between the two ThrOG atoms (residue 15 and 18),
located at the obtuse corners, is approximately 9.8 Å, and
between the two Gln residues at the acute corners is 18 Å.
Asn14 is located roughly in the same plane with its more
flexible side chain approximately 5Å from Gln44 and 7Å
from Thr15. Its polar side chain atoms are on average 2 Å
recessed from the plane formed by the other four active
residues. Several other polar backbone atoms (Leu10O′,
Ile13O′, Asn14N,O′, Ala16O′, and Ser42O′) and nonpolar
groups are also located in this region. Most polar backbone
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Figure 4
Schematic presentations of the protein fold.
(a) The ribbon presentation highlights the
secondary structure elements as determined
using a consensus definition [25]. Sheets are
colored, with the N-terminal sheet in red, the
C-terminal sheet in blue and the connecting
sheet in yellow. Further, the coloring highlights
the actual extent of the previously determined
secondary structure [26], while the arrow
positions are consistent with the current
definitions. The view is normal to the
C-terminal sheet and ice-binding region, and
was generated using Ribbons [51]. (b) Stereo
view of the minimized average structure of
type III AFP in a Ca representation with every
tenth residue being numbered.
groups are largely solvent-shielded or completely buried
(Fig. 6). Further, the OG atoms of Thr15 and Thr18 exhibit
only restricted fractional surface accessibilities of 25 % and
7%, respectively (Table 5). Clearly, the steric properties of
the site restrict polar interactions or the hydrogen-bond for-
mation between the protein and water (or ice). The side
chain orientations and accessibilities allow only the forma-
tion of single hydrogen bonds per polar group (with the
exception of Gln9), and limit the attainable hydrogen-bond
lengths and angles (Table 5). At the same time, the non-
polar groups are generally more accessible than the polar
residues, yet not significantly protruding past the plane of
polar atoms. This leads to a hydrophobic character of the
ice-binding site with a non-polar fraction of 73 % (Table 4),
while the other protein surfaces exhibit polar- and nonpolar
fractions within the range observed for monomeric proteins.
For comparison, the hydrophobic, water-insoluble small
plant protein crambin exhibits a non-polar fraction of 68 %.
A model for the ice-bound protein
It is widely accepted that antifreeze proteins bind to the
ice surface via hydrogen bonds. In type I AFP, the Thr
residues important for activity are aligned on one side of
the helical protein, 16.5Å apart. Characteristically, this dis-
tance matches the 16.6Å spacing of water molecules in 
the binding direction <011
_
2> in the adsorption plane of
this protein, the {202
_
1} planes of ice. On the basis of ice-
etching experiments it has been suggested that type III
AFP adsorbs to prism planes ({101
_
0}) of ice (Ih, space group
P63/mmc) [14]. We therefore expected that it should be 
possible to similarly identify a match between the active
protein-surface i.e. the known polar residues required for
full activity of this protein, and its respective adsorption
plane. Figure 7 visualizes the spatial distribution of active
site atoms in the 22 structures in relation to one layer of
water in the ice prism face. The 9.8Å between Thr15OG
and Thr18OG match an ice oxygen-oxygen distance
(9.4Å) in the prism plane within 5%. This would reduce
the possible protein-orientations in the prism plane to two
non-symmetry related ones. The second orientation (not
shown) seems to have inferior contacts. In the shown,
manually obtained orientation all but one polar groups
were placed on average within hydrogen-bonding distance
(<3.5Å), as well as several non-polar groups (all shown
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Table 4
Type III AFP surface properties.*
Region Total ASA Nonpolar ASA Polar ASA Charged ASA
(Å2) (Å2)‡ (Å2)‡ (Å2)‡
Expected† 4060 2400 (57 ± 4) 786 (24 ± 5) 747 (19 ± 5)
All†† 3932 2558 (65) 841 (21) 533 (14)
C-face 1117 817 (73) 300 (27) 0 (0)
N-face
(bottom) 1260 711 (56) 309 (25) 240 (19) 
Left 1463 970 (66) 318 (21) 175 (12)
Right 1214 684 (56) 237 (19) 293 (24)
Top 1204 698 (58) 318 (26) 188 (15) 
*Accessible surface areas (ASAs) were calculated with the program
ANAREA [52]; nonpolar/polar atom definitions and atomic radii by
Shrake and Rupley [53] using the restrained minimized average
structure. †Expected nonpolar, polar and charged surface fractions were
obtained using this calculated total ASA and the average fractions of 46
proteins [54]. The deviation in these fractions is given as rms
fluctuations. Accessible surface areas were also calculated for individual
surface regions, which are labeled using their location in Figure 5a, from
the viewpoint normal to the active region (C-face) and with the
N-terminal sheet/surface at the bottom. ††All refers to the measured
ASA for all surfaces of the average structure, while the expected value
for the protein surface was calculated using the molecular weight
dependence of the total surface area as ASA= 6.3 * MW0.73 [54].
‡Values in brackets are fractional surface areas in percent.
Figure 5
CPK-presentation of the type III AFP minimized average structure.
(a) View normal to the C-face, with the N-terminal sheet to the
bottom. Residues identified by site-specific mutagenesis to be
required for full antifreeze activity are labeled with their respective
residue number and colored by atom type (C = green, O = red,
N = blue). (b) Same as in (a), but rotated 90º counterclockwise
around the vertical axis relative to (a). The N terminus is located to the
bottom right, the N-terminal sheet is at the bottom, and the C-face
including residues 9–18 and 41–45 is to the left.
except Met21) are in direct van der Waals contact. As is
obvious from the view normal to the ice surface (Fig. 7a,b),
the positions of polar groups differ significantly. The view
has placed polar side chain atoms of Gln9 and Gln44 and
the backbone carbonyl Ala16O′ close to water molecules in
the ice surface in this projection, which would be required
for efficient hydrogen bonding. Other polar backbone
atoms come to lie in-between oxygen positions in the ice
lattice, and thus seem to be improperly positioned to effi-
ciently hydrogen-bond despite their appropriate distance
(Asn14O′, Asn14NH, Fig. 7a). Similarly, the hydroxyl
group of Ser42 is separated from the nearest ice water mol-
ecule in most obtained structures in this projection. This is
consistent with the observation that the mutant S42G
exhibits full antifreeze activity [17], suggesting that Ser42
is not involved in ice-binding. As mentioned above, the
side chain of the known active residue Asn14 is on average
2Å recessed from the plane of the other active polar
residues in almost all obtained solution structures, and
thus further than 3.5Å away from any oxygen position in
the ice surface (Fig. 7b). However, only a slight rotation
would place this side chain in the same plane as the other
ice binding residues and in a suitable position to interact
with a water molecule in the shown ice surface (Fig. 7a).
Alternatively, one could postulate that this residue inter-
acts with a second, perpendicular ice surface (Jia, Z., per-
sonal communication), as its side chain is also located in
the adjacent planar protein surface (Fig. 5, top surface).
The orientation shown in Figure 7 is further characterized
by its specific placement of non-polar protein atoms
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Figure 6
Solvent accessible surface of type III AFP. The surface was calculated
for the restrained minimized average structure. The view shows the ice-
binding site with the surface colored by atom type (O = red, N = blue,
C/S = white) and labeling of the polar areas with the corresponding
residue or atom. (Figure generated using the program InsightII
[Biosym, Palo Alto, CA].)
Table 5
Properties of polar groups in the ice-binding site.*
Residue Atom ASA (Å) Fraction ASA† Hydrogen bond Hydrogen bond
(%) distance‡ angle§
9 OE1 21.6 54 2.9 101 (CD–OE1,O)
9 NE2 33.4 68 3.0 152 (NE2–H,O)
10 O′ 6.3 27 – –
13 O′ 6.2 27 – –
14 O′ 21.4 76 – –
14 OD1 34.9 95 – –
14 ND2 30.6 68 3.3 171 (ND2–H,O)
15 OG 6.9 25 2.9 143 (CB–OG,O)
131 (OG–H,O)
16 O 1.4 5 – –
18 OG 2.1 7 2.9 101 (CB–OG,O)
165 (OG–H,O)
42 OG 21.5 70 2.7 112 (CB–OG,O)
165 (OG–H,O)
42 O′ 15.5 60 – –
44 OE1 25.5 64 – –
44 NE2 50.0 100 3.2 144 (NE2–H,O)
*The surface areas were calculated using the restrained minimized
average structure as described in the legend of Table 4. All polar
atoms in the ice-binding site with ASA greater than 1 Å2 are listed.
†Fractional surface areas are relative to the individual atom accessibility
in extended GXG peptides [53]. ‡To estimate possible polar
interactions or hydrogen bonds, the protein coordinates were placed
within the van der Waal-radii of surface water molecules in the prism
plane using the identified steric match of Thr15,18 (Fig. 6), and
subsequently minimized by a conjugate gradient minimization (with
fixed ice-coordinates and free protein coordinates, no restraints).
Resulting intermolecular energies approached 0 kcal mol–1, which
indicates the absence of severe atom overlaps. § Atoms used for the
angle measurement are shown in brackets.
(Thr15CG2, Ala16CB, Thr18CG2, Met21CE). These
atoms are positioned between oxygen positions in the
surface layer of ice, facilitating close proximity between
protein surface atoms and ice without improper steric
overlap (Fig. 7a). The Val20 side chain is not defined as
the methyl group proton resonances are degenerate.
Structures with a x-1 of 180º, a common valine side chain 
orientation, show little steric overlap with ice. Overall, the
non-polar moieties in the active site are at least as impor-
tant as the polar groups for a good surface match between
protein and ice due to the more pronounced placement of
the methyl groups. In particular, the Thr-side chains effi-
ciently restrict possible ice adsorption orientations, as
their polar and non-polar atoms are covalently fixed 2.4Å
apart, a similar distance to that of neighboring oxygens in
the ice crystal lattice (2.8Å).
A detailed model of AFP-ice was obtained using docking
and minimization calculations and is shown in Figure 8.
The protein coordinates changed from the average NMR
structure coordinates (rmsd of 0.9 Å) due to the unre-
strained minimization, which was required in order to opti-
mize the relative positioning of the protein and ice, and
allow changes in side chain orientations. The latter is justi-
fied by the possibility of small protein structural changes
upon adsorption, and by the averaging artifacts on the posi-
tions of flexible side chains. The intermolecular van der
Waals energy indicates the absence of unfavorable steric
contacts between protein and ice. All five known active
residues and their polar atoms are within 3.5 Å of water
molecules in the crystal surface leading to the possible for-
mation of up to six hydrogen bonds (Fig. 8a, Table 4). This
includes Asn14, due to a rotation of 15º around x-1 of its
side chain during the calculation. The x-1 angles of Thr15
and Thr18 change by –18º and +13º, respectively, with the
distance between their OG atoms being 9.4 Å after the 
calculation. The complementarity between the protein-
and ice-surface is presented in Figure 8b. In addition to
the polar protein atoms, many non-polar atoms are in close
proximity to the ice surface. This results in an extensive
surface area of the ice being solvent inaccessible in the
protein-ice complex. Up to 18 water molecules in the ice
surface appear to be desolvated. The importance of the
steric integrity of the protein surface to facilitate such close
proximity between protein and ice is demonstrated by a
series of mutations [18,30]. The incorporation of larger side
chains in this protein contact surface significantly reduces
thermal hysteresis activity and alters the morphology of
the ice crystals.
The structural properties of the shown model are consis-
tent with the adsorption-inhibition mechanism of anti-
freeze activity. Given the previous experimental evidence
from site-specific mutagenesis and ice-etching studies, the
obtained precision of the surface residues, and the possi-
bility of slight changes in the protein side chain conforma-
tions upon adsorption, we feel that the identified match
and surface complementarity to the {101
_
0} or prism plane
are significant and acceptable.
The characteristic distance of 9.4Å is not unique to the
prism plane of ice, but found in many of its prism-face
unrelated directions. Further, the Thr–Thr distance (9.8Å)
better matches the 9.77Å found in the secondary prism
planes {112
_
0} and other planes of the hexagonal ice. It is
thus possible that other reasonable adsorption planes exist
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Figure 7
Spatial distribution of surface atoms in the ice-
binding surface (C-face including residues
9–18 and 41–44) of the 22 converged type III
structures. (a) A view perpendicular and
towards the protein surface is shown. The
{101
_
0} prism plane of the ice lattice is in the
foreground in order to allow the direct -
comparison with the view in Figure 5. Water
oxygen atoms in the surface of the prism plane
are colored white, the remaining recessed
oxygens are light blue. Protein atoms are
labeled by residue and colored by type
(green=C, blue=N, red=O). Asn14 backbone
atoms are labeled N14b. For Val20 only, a
different color scheme was used (CB=light
blue, CG1=yellow, CG2=green) to allow the
distinction of the various rotamer population for
this residue. All atom sphere radii are chosen
for appearance, and are not correlated with
atom radii. (b) Same presentation as in (a) but
viewed parallel to the ice and protein surface
with the c-axis of hexagonal ice being vertical in
the paper plane.
for this protein. A systematic analysis of these directions
and planes is currently under way.
Energetic considerations
While it would be more cautious to leave the discussion
at this point, the steric properties of the protein surface
have implications for the mechanism of action which 
we would like to address. Hydrogen bonds are generally
accepted to be responsible for the high-affinity protein-
ice adsorption [11–14]. The hypothesis is based on the
experimental observations of distance matches between
polar protein groups and water molecules in known
adsorption planes. Due to the generally low number of
hydrogen-bonding groups, proposed interactions which
increase the stability of the protein-ice complex included
the formation of multiple hydrogen bonds per polar
protein group [13], or the presence of non-polar interac-
tions between adsorbed protein molecules [31]. Both
explanations are unlikely:as noted here for type III AFP
and previously for type I AFP [16], most active polar
groups are in side chain conformations which do not facil-
itate the formation of more than one hydrogen bond.
Protein–protein interactions on the ice surface are also
questionable, as mixing of various AFP types neither
attenuates nor potentiates each other’s activities [32].
In order to be the major energetic reason for the protein
adsorption, hydrogen bonds in the protein–ice complex
would have to be significantly more stable than both the
protein- and ice-hydrogen bonds to the solvent water. The
enthalpic differences between protein-ice and protein-
water hydrogen bonds are predicted to be small on the
basis of our structural results, and they will be attenuated
by the observed steric restrictions to polar protein groups.
Conversely, the steric properties could actually favor the
protein solvation by water, a mobile, dynamic environment
where each protein-water hydrogen bond can be optimized
individually. Further, one also has to consider the conse-
quences of the protein adsorption to the involved ice
surface. As pointed out above, protein adsorption renders
approximately 18 water molecules solvent inaccessible.
Thus, the adsorption effectively constitutes an enthalpi-
cally unfavorable desolvation of the crystal surface. At tem-
peratures below the freezing point these enthalpic changes
will only be partially compensated by the formation of
protein-ice hydrogen bonds and a possible entropic gain
due to the release of solvation water. This argument,
however, does not trivialize the importance of the existent
correct spacing of polar residues. Polar group matching
significantly reduces the loss of ice hydrogen bonds and
their concurrent unfavorable enthalpic consequence and
will lead to specific binding, even if overall the enthalpic
contribution of the protein-ice hydrogen bonding to the
Gibbs energy of adsorption were positive.
Other energetic contributions to the free energy of the
adsorption come from the properties of the protein surface
of type III AFP described here. Certainly, the protein-ice
adsorption (relative to that of water) has entropic advan-
tages in that only one protein molecule loses its confor-
mational-, rotational-, and translational freedom to form
several hydrogen bonds. Favorable enthalpic contributions
for the protein adsorption could also arise from the signifi-
cant non-polar portion of the ice-binding site in the form of
protein-ice/solvent van der Waals-interactions, which are
sizable and further increase at lower temperature. These
could play a role in the energetics of the adsorption, if there
were significant differences in the solvation of the protein
by water and by ice. Supportive experimental observations
for the role of non-polar groups were reported for the
helical type I AFP [31], where leucine-alanine mutations
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Figure 8
Model for the type III AFP bound to the {101
_
0} plane of ice. (a) View
nearly parallel to the ice surface, with the c-axis of the hexagonal ice
vertical. Ice water molecules (including protons) are in CPK
presentation, and the protein backbone is shown in stick
presentation. The polar contacts or hydrogen bonds between protein
atoms and ice surface atoms are indicated by yellow lines. (Figure
generated using the program InsightII [Biosym, Palo Alto, CA].)
(b) Presentation of the excluded molecular surface. The ice surface
and protein surface is shown on the left and right, respectively. The
applied color gradient from white via blue to red represents distances
between the protein and ice surface in the complex from 0 Å (direct
contact) over 1.4 Å (water inaccessible) to 3 Å. (Figure generated
using the program GRASP [55].)
located in the sequence before the ice-binding threonines
and sterically in the protein-ice interface resulted in a 30%
activity loss.
Hydrophobic interactions, which play a pivotal or domi-
nant role in many protein-folding, molecular recognition,
membrane stability and surface interaction events at room
temperature, have largely been ignored in considerations
of the mechanism of antifreeze proteins. Hydrophobic
interactions [33] are characterized by large entropy contri-
butions, resulting from the release of the structuring effect
of hydrophobic surfaces on the water. In this context, it
might be somewhat confusing that the commonly known,
initial model (iceberg model, [34]) pictured the water
structure under the influence of hydrophobic surfaces to
be ‘ice-like’. Clathrates observed near hydrophobic sur-
faces do not resemble the hexagonal form of ice. Further,
it is under discussion how significant the structuring effect
is in solution [35]. The energetic consequences, i.e. the
importance of solvent entropy gains, in many aqueous
solution phenomena, however, are undebated. Here, the
hydrophobic effect could provide significant contributions
towards the adsorption despite being attenuated by the
lower temperature (as compared with room temperature).
Ice is preformed, i.e. its structuring is not only energeti-
cally favorable due to the temperature being below/at the
freezing point, but it is also energetically independent
from the discussed adsorption. At least in vitro, the protein
interacts with already present ice surfaces, so no entropic
cost (other than the above mentioned loss of transla-
tional/rotational freedom of the protein) is opposing the
entropy gain of the solvent in response to ‘burying’ the
non-polar protein surface on the ice. Together with the
similar release of solvation water from the ice the entropic
gains are likely major energetic contributions towards the
protein-ice adsorption.
Our current knowledge on antifreeze proteins, specifically
type III AFP, is based on ice-etching and site-specific
mutagenesis studies. Their results clearly demonstrate the
binding specificity of the protein, and the importance of
the polar residue spacing and protein surface integrity for
achieving full antifreeze activity. The mutagenesis results
for polar residues have so far been interpreted in polar,
enthalpic terms, i.e. on the basis of their consequences for
hydrogen bond formation. However, these results do not
represent proof that the binding enthalpy is favorable. Due
to the complete absence of thermodynamic data on the
protein-adsorption, it is currently difficult to distinguish
between the contributions of polar and non-polar residues
towards the affinity, or to assess whether the adsorption is
dominated by enthalpic or entropic contributions.
In conclusion, the high precision solution structure of type
III AFP presented here re-emphasizes the requirements
for the protein surface properties of an antifreeze protein,
such as the specific polar group spacing and the surface
planarity. At the same time, the details of the ice-binding
site also demonstrate the need to address thermodynamic
aspects of the protein-ice adsorption as many interactions,
polar and non-polar with enthalpic and entropic conse-
quences, have the capacity to contribute energetically to
the protein-ice adsorption.
Biological implications
Fish inhabiting polar seawater are at risk of freezing as
the temperature of their environment can be up to 1°C
lower (–1.9°C) than the freezing point of their blood and
body fluids (–0.9°C). Certain fish have responded to this
threat by producing antifreeze proteins for their protec-
tion. These proteins depress the freezing points of their
solutions by binding to and inhibiting the growth of seed
ice crystals. The proteins are believed to bind irreversibly
to growing ice crystals in such a way as to change the
curvature of the ice–water interface, leading to freezing
point depression. The mechanism of high-affinity ice
binding is not yet fully understood. The solution struc-
ture of one of these antifreeze protein, the type III AFP,
reveals several features which could be the source of the
protein’s essential activity. The overall shape of the
protein with its three nearly orthogonal planar surfaces
could facilitate the simultaneous interaction of two
protein sides with a stepped ice crystal surface [30]. The
ice-binding site identified in previous site-specific mutage-
nesis studies encompasses parts of the AFP’s C-terminal
sheet and a loop. This protein surface site is character-
ized by its planarity, facilitating close contact between
the ice crystal surface plane and nonpolar and polar
protein atoms, and by the specific placement of polar side
chain atoms of the putative ice-binding residues Gln9,
Asn14, Thr15, Thr18 and Gln44. The distances between
the polar atoms of these residues match the spacing of
water molecules in the prism plane ({101
_
0}) of the hexag-
onal ice crystal, confirming their role in the specific
protein-ice adsorption in agreement with the current
adsorption-inhibition model. The protein face involved in
ice binding is relatively hydrophobic, and the ice-binding
residues exhibit low solvent accessibilities and side-chain
conformations which preclude efficient hydrogen
bonding. This suggests that the enthalpic contributions of
polar residues in the form of possible hydrogen bonds is
small, and that other energetic contributions, such as
those resulting from hydrophobic groups, are important
for the high-affinity protein-ice adsorption.
Materials and methods
Protein expression and NMR sample preparation
The expressed protein sequence is consistent with that of the natural
HPLC-12 type III AFP isoform (PIR A30839) with a few exceptions.
The sequence incorporates an N-terminal Met residue (Met0) due to
the expression. Additionally, the C-terminal sequence was changed
from YPPA to YAAKDEL. The replacement of the proline residues 
in the native C-terminal sequence avoids a cis/trans peptide bond 
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isomerization [26], while the KDEL sequence was appended to include
an ER-retention sequence and concurrently to lower the pI of the
protein and achieve higher solubility at neutral, physiological pH values.
This mutant, named KDEL, has been shown to be indistinguishable
from wild-type HPLC-12 in terms of structure and activity [19].
AFP KDEL protein was expressed in E. coli using a T7 expression
system, purified and refolded as previously described for other HPLC-12
mutants [17]. Labeled protein was obtained by expression in minimal
medium using 15N-NH4Cl and 13C-glucose. The NMR-samples were 
prepared by dissolving lyophilized protein in H2O/D2O (9:1) to obtain 
a 1–1.5mM solution, and adjusting the pH to 7.6 (uncorrected for the
deuterium isotope effect) with small aliquots of NaOH.
NMR spectroscopy
All NMR experiments were performed on a Varian Unity 600 spectrom-
eter at 25° C unless noted otherwise. Pulsed field gradients were
applied in heteronuclear experiments as described [36] to afford
suppression of artifacts and solvent suppression. Homonuclear experi-
ments utilized presaturation of 1.5 s for water suppression. Quadrature
detection in indirectly detected dimensions was accomplished by the
States method [37]. The NMR data were processed and analyzed on
Sun and Silicon Graphics computers using VNMR, nmrPipe [38], PIPP
[39] and in-house software. Linear prediction, weighting and zerofilling
was employed as previously described [40].
DQF-COSY [41], and 2D-NOESY experiments [42] were performed 
at 3° and 25°C, the latter with 75 and 150ms mixing time. 2D-TOCSY
[43] and 3D 15N-edited-TOCSY-HMQC experiments [44] were per-
formed using the MLEV-17 sequence with 30 and 65ms mixing time. A
3D-HCCH-TOCSY spectrum [45] was acquired and HMQC-J (HMQC-
COSY) experiments [46] were obtained with 512 or 400 increments.
15N-edited NOESY-HMQC [47] and 15N/13C-edited 3D-NOESY-HSQC
[48] spectra were acquired with mixing times of 75 and 150ms. 
Previous and almost complete 1H assignments were confirmed and
missing assignments completed from the analysis of the HCCH-
TOCSY experiment that concurrently yielded all 13C assignments for
Ca and side chain carbon atoms. 15N assignments were obtained from
HSQC, HMQC-J experiments and confirmed in an 15N-edited TOCSY
experiment. The only amides that could not be assigned were Met0, and
those of the C-terminal extension KDEL. No crosspeaks were observed
for these residues under the experimental conditions, presumably due to
rapid amide proton exchange. Stereospecific assignments for all non-
degenerate Val methyl groups, as well as several prochiral methylene
groups were made on the basis of coupling constant estimates from
DQF-COSY data, intraresidue and sequential NOE intensities at short
mixing times (75ms) as well as TOCSY data at short mixing times.
Distance restraints were obtained from 3D-NOESY experiments, as well
as 2D-NOESY data at 25°C. Only a few unambiguous NOE intensities,
primarily those involving Tyr63 HD and HE resonances, were included
from the 2D-NOESY data which was calibrated using the intraresidue
Tyr63 HD/HE crosspeak. NOE intensities in the 13C-edited NOE spectra
were calibrated using geminal NOE intensities and distances, or sequen-
tial crosspeaks and their respective upper and lower distance limits for
the determination of upper and lower distance boundaries. NOEs in the
15N-edited data were calibrated using intraresidue (dNa) or interresidue
daN(i,i-1) crosspeaks [49]. A correction of 0.5Å was employed for NOEs
involving methyl groups. Approximately 300 redundant NOEs were iden-
tified using DGII (Biosym, Palo Alto, CA) and were excluded from the
restraint set and analysis. Restraints for f-angles were derived from J-
values obtained from the HMQC-J data by fitting the observed resonance
splitting with the program HMQCJFIT [50]. f-angles were restrained to
120±30, 120±40 or 60±30 for J-values of >9, >8 and <5, respec-
tively. x-1 and x-2 angle restraints were obtained from DQF-COSY data
and the evaluation of short-range NOE crosspeak intensities. Intention-
ally, no restraints were included for hydrogen bonds or ψ angles.
Residues Met0, as well as Lys66–Leu70 were excluded from calcu-
lations, as only intraresidue crosspeaks were observed for these
residues in all data sets. Initial rounds of calculation included only
unambiguous NOE data. Structures were calculated iteratively, with
ambiguities in NOE identity being resolved by inspection of the struc-
tures from each round, such that the number of NOEs increased for
the next round of calculation. Some additional preferred side chain
rotamers were identified in the final stage of the structural refinement,
and were included as restraints only if the rotamer angles were 
consistent with the coupling constant and NOE information at both
temperatures. Structures were calculated with the X-PLOR 3.1
program [20] on Silicon graphics computers using slightly changed
PARALLHDG parameters and a standard hybrid distance geometry-
simulated annealing protocol [21]. The repel function was used during
all stages of the calculations, applying a final atom-radius scaling
factor of 0.8. Lennard-Jones energies were not included during any
part of the calculations.
Accession numbers
Atomic coordinates have been deposited with the Protein Data Bank,
Brookhaven National Laboratories, Long Island, NY 11973, under the
accession codes 1KDE for the minimized average structure and 1KDF
for the ensemble of 22 SA structures.
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